The control system software needed for operation of Indus accelerators is coupled to the underlying firmware and hardware of the control system by the Application Programming Interface (API) manager. In the three-layered architecture of Indus control system, PVSS-II SCADA is being used at the layer-1(L1) for control and monitoring of various sub-systems. The layer-2(L2) consists of VME bus based system. The API manager plays a crucial role in interfacing the L1 and L2 of the control system. It has to interact with both the PVSS database and the L2. In order to access the PVSS database it uses the PVSS API, a C++ class library, whereas in order to access the L2 custom functions have been built. Several other custom functionalities have also been implemented. The paper presents the important aspects of the API manager like its implementation, its interface mechanism to the lower layer and features like configurability, reusable classes, multithreading capability etc.

API Manager for Indus Control

- A C++ application interface
- It allows the developer to implement his own custom functions together with full access to PVSS database.

Indus-2 Control System

- PVSS (Process visualization and control system) SCADA system works at user Interface (UI or L1) Layer.
- The lower layers are Supervisory Control (SC or L2) and Equipment Controller (EC or L3) layers.
- The API manager is interfaced to the SC layer over Ethernet.

Message Handling in API

- Each message is composed of group(s) (DpMsgAnswer, DpHLGroup class) of DpVCItem (Data Point(DP) value changes)[3].
- In order to receive notification for any DP event HotlinkWaitForAnswer is specified as:

  Static PVSSBoolean dpConnect(const DpIdentifier dpid, WaitForAnswer *wait, PVSSBoolean del = PVSS_TRUE);

Conclusion

The Indus-2 API managers have been developed and commissioned in 2005. Since then augmentations and new additions have been made. All features and functionalities mentioned in the paper have been implemented all through these years. API managers have been running with no crash event being reported. The load of the over all system has been nearly constant and lies between 17-21% with API manager load is maximum 2%.
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